
Approx. 60˝ x 75˝ quilt by Grace Wilson
Sew Purrfect Flannel and Woolies Flannel fabrics by Bonnie Sullivan for Maywood Studio

Scrappy Cat



Designed by Grace Wilson
Sew Purrfect Flannel and Woolies Flannel fabrics by Bonnie Sullivan for Maywood Studio

1. Block Center: Sew one Fabric B small triangle to 
each side of one 6½˝ Fabric A square. Press out 
towards the Fabric B triangles. Sew one Fabric B 
small triangle to the top and bottom of the 6½˝ 
Fabric A square. Press out towards the Fabric B 
triangles. Make 12.

2. Scenic Block: Sew one Fabric C large triangle 
to each side of one Block Center. Press out 
towards the Fabric C triangles. Sew one Fabric 
C large triangle to the top and bottom of the 
block center. Press out towards the Fabric C 
triangles to make one 12½˝ block. Make 12. 

3. Block Row: Using the diagram as a guide, sew 
together three Blocks and four  
3˝ x 12½˝ Fabric D strips. Make 4.

4. Sashing Row: Sew together four 3˝ Fabric E 
squares and three 3˝ x 12½˝ Fabric D strips, 
alternating them to make one sashing row. 
Make 5.

Use the Quilt Top Layout Diagram below as a guide 
to complete the following steps:

5. Sew together the five sashing rows and four 
block rows, alternating them to make the  
46½˝ x 61˝ quilt top.

6. Sew one 6½˝ x 61˝ Fabric F strip to each side of 
the quilt top. Sew one 6½˝ x 58½˝ Fabric F strip 
to the top and bottom of the quilt top. 

7. Press your quilt top and layer it. Quilt as desired.

8. Sew the seven 2½˝ x 42˝ Binding strips together 
with diagonal seams pressed 
open. Fold the binding in half, wrong sides 
together and press to make a double 
binding. Sew to the quilt with a ⅜″ seam, 
mitering the corners.

Scrappy Cat



Scrappy Cat 60˝ x 75˝ Quilt
Sku Fabric # Cut(s)

 

Fabric A 
MASF8318-JA 
exactly  ²/³ yd

(three rows, cut
in the middle of 
green ric rac.)

 Fussy cut (12) 6½˝ panel squares.

Fabric B
MASF1841-E2 

¾ yd

 Cut (4) 5¼˝ x 42˝ strips into:  
  (24) 5¼˝ squares
  Cut each square diagonally once  
  to make (48) small triangles

Fabric C
MASF8317-JA

1⅛ yds

 
 Cut (5) 6⅞˝ x 42˝ strips into:  
  (24) 6⅞˝ squares
  Cut each square diagonally once  
  to make (48) large triangles.

Fabric D
MASF18506-TJ 

1¼ yds

 Cut (3) 12½˝ x 42˝ strips into:  
  (31) 3˝ x 12½˝ strips for sashing

Fabric E
MASF18503-R

¼ yd

 Cut (2) 3˝ x 42˝ strips into: 
   (20) 3˝ squares

Fabric F
MASF8315-JA

2 yds

 Cuts are parallel to the selvage:
  (2) 6½˝ x 61˝ strips and
  (2) 6½˝ x 58½˝ strips for outer border

Backing
MASF8316-JA

4 yds

 Cut (2) 68˝ x 42˝ pieces.  
 Sew the pieces together on the short edges and trim to make 
 (1) 68˝ x 84˝ backing piece.

Binding
MASF18506-JA

5/8 yd
 Cut (7) 2½″ x WOF strips.


